Optimisation may be considered as the process by which a maximum (or minimum) in a factor space is located. What is required is an efficient strategy for locating the maximum value on an y1 + 1 dimensional response surface, where n is the number of factors contributing to the response. The efficiency of optimisation is normally quantified in terms of the time taken to locate the maximum. This has an effect on the mechanism of the search strategy in terms of selection of ( a ) the step size and ( b ) the criterion for stopping.
There are several optimisation methods described in the literature of which the alternating variable search (AVS) (sometimes referred to as the iterative univariate method), steepest ascent and simplex methods are probably the most widely used in analytical chemistry. Each of these methods has a number of variants. It is common practice in modern texts dealing with optimisation strategies to refer to the AVS method as the "classical," "intuitive" or "traditional" method.'-2 More recent methods, which involve computation, are generally referred to as chemometric techniques. 3 Factorial design methods,' although intended to give information about the effects of factors on the response and about the interaction among factors, may also function as a strategy for locating the maximum in the response surface. However, some prior knowledge of the nature of the response surface is needed and the method can fail if the model used or the coding (usually a logarithmic transformation) of the variables is inadequate . 3 To illustrate the steepest ascent and simplex methods, diagrams such as those shown in Fig. 1 are often used. These represent the situation for two factors with the 3-dimensional response surface represented by contour plots. The response surface shown in Fig. l ( a ) illustrates a situation in which the two factors are independent. Whichever method was chosen to search this factor space, would locate the maximum as closely as the chosen step size allowed. If the criterion for stopping is that a decreased response is obtained in whatever direction, a step is taken, then a large step size means that the search may stop some distance from the position of the maximum as it would be possible for the search to "step over" an intervening higher value. Differences in the methods are apparent when the situation shown in Fig. l(b) is encountered and this situation is usually chosen to illustrate the failure of AVS methods. The reason for this failure is that if the AVS search locates a point, P , on the ridge, then as the search directions can only be parallel to the axes, the criterion for location of a maximum will be satisfied. When the step size is large compared with the distance across the contours in all four search directions, the response decreases and the point, P , is erroneously concluded to represent the optimum. This apparently severe limitation of AVS methods will be examined more closely later. The AVS methods are also criticised on the basis that the optimum found depends on the starting position for the search, and the order in which the factors are taken. The number of steps necessary to find the optimum is also given as a drawback of AVS methods. [4] [5] Until such time as all manufacturers of chemical instrumentation supply the necessary computing power and software to run a multivariate chemometric optimisation method (the composite modified simplex method of Betteridge et a1. 5 would seem to be a good choice), users of plasma spectrometers are faced with a choice. Either purchase a computer (and software) to stand alongside the instrument or use a method which requires no computation (other than that of the desired response function). A possible third option is the manual calculation of a multivariate chemometric method: the use of this procedure has been reported6.7 in connection with plasma spectrometry involving three variables (injector flowrate, power and observation height) and was described as "rapid and effective." Effective though the method may be, it is not considered to be viable in this present situation because manual calculations are time consuming and tedious.
There are situations in which the time required for the optimisation is of secondary importance compared with the accuracy of location of the optimum conditions. Many research studies concerned with gaining a clearer understanding of the underlying physical and/or chemical processes of the system under study will adopt the strategy of locating an optimum and then studying the change in response as a function of factor level as each factor is varied in turn, while holding the others constant. Valid comparisons of different systems can only be made if the maximum in the same response surface has been located for each system before any comparisons are made. Many studies of this nature have a timescale of months or years.
The aim of this study was to compare the performance of AVS and simplex methods in three situations; firstly to locate the maximum of a model response surface, secondly to operate routinely a plasma spectrometer for atomic emission spectrometry and thirdly to operate routinely a dual plasma atomic fluorescence spectrometer. The first situation is based on a previously described model response surface2 and for the second it is known that both the AVS8 and simplex6 are capable of locating a maximum in the signal to background ratio (SBR) response surface.
Experimental Alternating Variable Search Methods
Several variations of the AVS methods were used, all of which involved initial decisions concerning the boundaries or limits of the factor space and of the initial step size for each factor.
Step sizes were chosen to be between 0.1 and 0.05 of the appropriate factor space. As a rough guide for the choice of step size, the criterion that two steps from the starting position should cause a significant difference in the response value was used. For all methods the standard deviation of the response was estimated after the first successful cycle by replicate measurement. The search was terminated when the responses obtained at the end of two successive cycles were within two standard deviations.
Fixed step size method
Two methods were used which differed only in the rule for changing direction. In the first (fixed AVS-1) the search changed direction after one step in a bad direction (i.e., a decrease in response) whereas in the second (fixed AVS-2) a change of direction was made after two successive bad steps had been taken.
Rosen brock's method
This is a variable step size method9 in which the step size was increased by a factor of three if the search was proceeding in a good direction. If the search direction was bad a contracted step of half the previous step size was taken and then the search direction was changed.
Hybrid method
In this method the first cycle of the factors (i.e., all factors taken in turn) proceeded with a fixed step size. For subsequent cycles the initial step size was increased by a factor of three if the search was proceeding in a good direction. As long as the response increased, the initial step size was repeated followed by a "triple jump." If the factor of three expansion gave a bad response, a step (of initial size) was taken in the reverse direction (equivalent to a replacement step of factor two expansion). The direction was then changed. When a bad response was obtained for the initial step size following a triple jump a further unit step was taken. If two successive bad steps had then been taken, the search direction was changed, otherwise a triple jump was taken. The flow diagram of this hybrid method is shown in Fig. 2 .
Simplex method
Software was used to implement the method described previously6 on an Apple IIe computer. This is a variable step size simplex based on the modification of Nelder and Mead"' to the procedure set out by Spendley et al. 11 The initial simplex and step size are calculated according to the method of Yarbro and Deming.12 The simplex method terminates when the responses at all the vertices of the current simplex are within an operator-determined relative standard deviation, which may not be possible if the system is very noisy. The optimum conditions are those of the vertex giving the highest signal to background ratio (SBR) in the final simplex.
Instrumentation
The instrument used for this work, known as ASIA (atomiser, source inductively coupled plasmas in atomic fluorescence spectrometry) has been described in detail elsewhere. 13 It is both an atomic fluorescence and atomic emission spectrometer. In the emission mode, the plasma is sustained in a Scott-or Fassel-type torch used with a Meinhard nebuliser and Scott spray chamber. In the fluorescence mode, an extendedsleeve Baird torch is used. The output signal from the lock-in amplifier was processed by an Apple IIe computer.
A short program was written to facilitate rapid data collection and automatic calculation of the SBR. The same program was used to collect data in both the AVS and simplex experiments. Although not absolutely necessary for the AVS method the computer was used to allow direct comparison of the two methods. Signals were integrated for a period of 10 s. For the emission studies the SBR was taken as the figure of meritI4 to be maximised. For the fluorescence studies the figure of merit used was total signal.13 This was observed directly on the meter reading of the lock-in amplifier. The solutions used in the experiments were all prepared from either AnalaR or SpectrosoL grade reagents (BDH) and were diluted with triply distilled water.
The variables and their boundary conditions for the optimisations and the step sizes for the AVS method are shown in Table 1 for the emission studies and Table 2 for the fluorescence studies. The boundary conditions were set at the limits for ease of plasma operation, as chosen by experienced operators. For example, with emission a plasma gas flow-rate of lower than 0.3 1 min-1 caused the plasma tube to burn, but a plasma gas flow-rate of greater than 2 1 min-1 extinguished the plasma.
The computer program used for the simplex method was modified slightly to incorporate a sub-routine to record the SBR, to be called upon when the main program required a value of the response factor. The variable names were entered into the computer program with the ranges shown in Table 1 from which the program calculated the initial simplex from the boundary conditions. Also entered was the required relative standard deviation (RSD) for termination. A value of 3% was used as this was comparable to twice the standard deviation (2s) value that had been used in the AVS method. 
Model Data
All three A VS methods were used on a model two-factor response surface.2 The response, R, was calculated from
where F( I) and F (2) are the values of the response factors and Eis an error term taken randomly from a normally distributed population with a mean of zero and of unit variance. This function has a maximum value of 100 where F(l) = F(2) = 100. The starting point was 20,20 and two initial step sizes were used, 5 and 10. Although these values are all integers and favour A VS, the variable step size methods rapidly go to non-integral values and the calculated response has an added random component.
Atomic Emission Spectrometry
The hybrid A VS method and the simplex method were used. Lead (10 mg 1-1. 405.78 nm), sodium (1 mg 1-1 , 589.0 nm), calcium (1 mg 1-1, 422.67 nm) and aluminium (10 mg 1-1, 396.15 nm) were used as test elements. The A VS method is sometimes criticised because the order in which the variables are taken may significantly influence the progress of the search. Hence. all possible permutations of the order of the variables were used for the A VS optimisation of the instrument for lead. As there were five variables, a total of 120 A VS optimisations were performed. The order of the variables for the optimisation of the response for the other three elements was chosen after the results for the lead experiments had been examined for a suitable order. As a further check on the suitability of this particular order of variables, A VS optimisations for manganese (10 mg 1-1, 279.48 nm), tin (100 mg 1-1, 326.23 nm) and calcium ionic emission (1 mg 1-1, 393.36 nm) were performed.
Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry
Calcium (1 mg J-1 , 422.7 nm) and copper (1 mg 1-1, �324.8-327.8 nm) were used as the test elements. The order of the variables for the A VS method were as given in Table 2 and the same simplex method was used with all nine variables. The same criteria for stopping were used for each method as were used for the atomic emission experiments.
Results and Discussion

Model Response Surface
The performance of the three A VS methods for the two different step sizes is shown in Table 3 together with the performances of fixedll and variable step size simplex methods. JO The progress of the three A VS methods is shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that although all methods locate the maximum, methods incorporating a variable step size are probably more accurate. The performance of the Rosenbrock method9 is largely independent of the initial step size and although the method locates the maximum rapidly (on the 15th step for a search with initial step size 10), the search takes a long time to confirm that this value is indeed the maximum. The Rosen brock method also moves rapidly and thus there is a danger that the factor space is not searched very efficiently during the initial stages of the search. There is also a danger that the maximum lies behind the point at which the step size begins to contract and a greater degree of confidence in the accuracy would be obtained if the search algorithm included a search in the two opposite directions. This would considerably extend the time required. The hybrid method was designed as a compromise between the requirements of accuracy and speed.
It should be noted that the fixed step size simplex performs very poorJyis and although the variable step size method appears to be a considerable improvement in terms of speed, a comparison of the number of vertices with the number of steps of an A VS method is not an appropriate method of assessing the relative speeds of the two methods as, in general, each new vertex of the simplex requires both variables to be changed.
One advantage that the A VS methods have over the simplex methods is that at the end of the search, information about the shape of the response surface is available in a form that the analytical chemist requires. For example, in a study of the differences in behaviour of a nitrogen-cooled inductively coupled plasma (ICP) and an argon-cooled ICP, and of the possible reasons for the observed differences, 6 the experimen tal strategy was to optimise the five variables (injector, plasma and coolant gas flows, observation height and power coupled into the plasma) using a manually calculated simplex pro cedure of the type described under Experimental. This done, univariate searches of variable step size were conducted either side of the optimum value for each factor. Between seven and eleven points were taken for each variable giving rise to an additional 44 points. These univariate searches were then used as the basis for the discussion of the effects of the individual variables and also to confirm the success of the simplex optimisation.
More information of this sort is available from the A VS methods which change direction after only two poor responses have been obtained. Hence, this criterion was incorporated into the hybrid method. Unlike the Rosenbrock method,9 the hybrid method gives evenly spaced data points in the univariate searches from the optimum value. However, the Rosenbrock method appears to have the advantage that the speed of the search is much less dependent on the initial step size than the other types of A VS method. On the other hand there is the danger, discussed earlier, of the search terminating on a ridge when the step size is large compared with the spacing between contours. If such a situation is encountered, the search would be slowed down considerably and the step size contracted until a step size had been found which allowed the search to continue. Progress on such a ridge would be very slow 15 and in such situations a modified simplex method would undoubtedly be a better strategy for searching the factor space. This problem of termination on a sharp ridge is not encountered here as the response surface is sloping gently compared with the step sizes chosen. Of course, it is always possible to conceive of response surfaces which will defeat any search algorithm. Very high, sharp maxima, for example, will be difficult to locate. Previous studies of the SBR response surface in the region of the optimum for ICP-AES 0 indicate that the surface does not contain features of this sort.
Atomic Emission Spectrometry
The progress of the A VS experiments is summarised in Table  4 . The order of the variables was selected from the result of studying all 120 orders for the optimisation of the instrument for lead. As can be seen from the table, apart from sodium and aluminium this order gave at least 70% of the maximum SBR at the end of the first cycle.
Each of the 120 lead optimisations gave the same SBR of 3.01, with 14 requiring four cycles before termination and 106 requiring three cycles. The average time for an optimisation was 2 h with about 45 min spent on the first cycle. The progress made after the first cycle is summarised in Fig. 4 , which shows that the majority of optimisations achieve at least 70% of the maximum SBR at this stage.
The progress of the A VS method is shown in Fig. 5 as a graph of the current maximum SBR against step number. As each step represents one (sometimes two) change(s) of variable value, the number of steps is a good guide to the number of changes of variable that were required. Similar graphs are given in Fig. 6 for the simplex optimisations of the same elements. It is thought that these graphs provide more useful information than the generally accepted way of presenting such results,16 which is shown in Fig. 7 as the normal "map" of the progress of the simplex. However, such maps do not show the composition of the current simplex and it is not possible to see (a) how fast the simplex is moving towards an optimum or (b) how close the simplex might be to termination. In addition to showing the progress as a function Table 4 . Progress of A VS searches using best order of variables
Injector
Coolant of the vertex number, the abscissae also show the number of changes of variable. The optimised conditions and corre sponding SBRs are given in Table 5 . The values may be compared with the corresponding entries in Table 4 at the end of the third cycle for the corresponding elements. The optimum values of the variables are slightly different and the final SBR is slightly lower for the simplex than for the A VS methods. This may be due to the fact that the optimum conditions given by the simplex method are those correspond ing to the vertex giving the highest SBR in the final simplex, whereas calculation of the centroid of the final simplex as for some modifications s of this method may produce slightly better results. The simplex methods took, on average, 2 h to reach termination conditions, but because of the way the simplex searches the factor space, stopping the search at about vertex 7 or 8 (analogous to one cycle of a three-cycle A VS optimisation) it would probably not give such good progress towards the optimum as the AVS method at the same stage. This is because the first six vertices are required to define the initial simplex and thus vertices 7 and 8 are only the first two permitted moves. A problem in terminating the simplex method is seen for Ca and Na for which optimum conditions are found well before the criteria for termination are satisfied. This is analogous to the situation illustrated for the Rosen brock AVS method [ Fig. 3(c) ] and is a problem common to all variable step size search algorithms. This particular version of the simplex program used did not recognise when a suggested vertex lay outside the boundary conditions and thus some time was lost, as typically several vertices of this type would be proposed during the implementation of the simplex method. The progress of the simplex method is shown in detail in Table 6 for sodium from which it can be seen that an invalid vertex was suggested on some 13 occasions and on 9 occasions the so-called "K + l rule" was invoked to check on the validity of a response at a vertex which had occurred in K + l (K is the number of variables) successive simplexes (not counting the one with which the vertex first appeared) without being Table 7 , which requires 75 changes of variable before termination. The additional information available from the A VS method is illustrated by Fig. 8 . Further points have been added to these curves to give a more comprehensive picture of the variation of the response with each variable. The plots for the first and second cycles also contain useful information in that they demonstrate to the operator to what 
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extent the response is dependent on a particular variable and they give some impression of the shape of the cross-sections through the factor space parallel to each variable axis. Most previous studies of the simplex optimisation of ICP atomic emission spectrometry (AES) do not give details of the time involved so a comparison with previous studies is difficult. For example, in a comparison of two sample introduction configurations reported recently, 7 a manually calculated simplex optimisation of three variables (injector flow, power and observation height) was followed by approxi mately an additional 20 points in three univariate searches from the simplex optimised conditions. A four-parameter optimisation of a nitrogen-cooled argon ICP for maximum SBR and minimum matrix interference was stated17 to have taken 2 h. However, the algorithm used required an experien ced operator to determine when the SBR initially used as the response had achieved a maximum and then to change to the minimum interference response function. This was terminated when "the response function (recorded as a maximum for graphical purposes) appeared to have reached a maximum and the composite SBR had not decreased too much." Hence again, an experienced operator was needed to decide when to terminate the whole process. It was not obvious on what basis the operator would make a decision as the graphs of the In the studies reported here no evidence for dual optima was obtained, although it is known that these can occur with nitrogen-cooled plasmas. Under such circumstances it has been observed IS that a simplex method could become "stran ded at a false optimum" (in the same report it was indicated how these could be overcome using the rules of simplex). an A VS method used to search the same factor space did not, apparently, suffer from this problem. With A VS the result can be seen instantly and continuous measurement is possible. It is also possible to sweep the variables throughout their physi cally realisable range and hence get rid of the problems of scale. False optima can be tested for by taking the variables in pairs.
Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry
The results obtained for the A VS optimisation are shown in Table 8 . These values were obtained after two cycles which took approximately 45 min. The reason for the increase in speed over the same optimisation for the emission mode is that the value of the response (total fluorescence signal) is viewed directly on the lock-in amplifier and no calculation is involved.
The progress of the simplex method is shown in Fig. 9 . The simplex was unable to satisfy the criteria for termination and the values shown represent the progress of the simplex over a 4-h period. The values obtained from the best vertex during this period are given in Table 9 . A comparison of the signal values given in Tables 8 and 9 show that although there is reasonable agreement between the two optimisation strategies for calcium, the simplex was unable to find an optimum for copper, although, as pointed out for emission work, 17 an experienced operator would be able to decide when to terminate the simplex. For fluorescence spectrometry the response surface may be very steep in the direction of some of the variables. This presents few problems for the A VS method when there is direct visual feedback of the figure of merit as the step size may be readily reduced to search the factor space at an appropriate speed.15 The hybrid A VS method, as shown in Fig. 2 appears rather complicated but, in practice, as the operator becomes more experienced, the rules for step size and direction changing could be varied at the operator's discretion thus considerably increasing the speed of the method. In fact the variable can be scanned continuously at an appropriate speed already stated. Hence an automatic system using a peak-finding device may be possible.
Conclusions
As far as optimisation of ICP-AES is concerned, a cyclic, variable step size univariate search method of the factor space is as efficient as the simplex method in terms of the optimum found and of the time taken, but offers the advantage that univariate information about the effect of each factor is available in a readily understandable form and hence aids the inexperienced operator of such instrumentation. The order in which the variables are taken does not appear to be important. In many applications the percentage maximum after the first cycle would suffice, i.e., a single univariate search. With regard to ASIA, the A VS method performs signifi cantly better than the simplex method, which cannot take advantage of the benefits of immediate visual feedback of the value of the figure of merit on this apparatus.
More information on the progress of a simplex method is available if the current optimum is plotted against vertex It is stressed that the conclusions drawn from the results of this study may only apply to inductively coupled plasma atomic emission and atomic fluorescence spectrometry. Sepa rate studies would be required before any conclusions could be drawn about the relative merits of various optimisation strategies applied to other chemical instrumentation.
